Session 1: 12.00-12.45pm
Stream, Workshop Leader and Title

Overview

SCHOOL LEADERS STREAM #1
Stronger together: Long-term school improvement that lasts
Dame Alison Peacock, Chartered College for Teaching

Dame Alison will explore key areas of school-school support in relation to
developing long-lasting pedagogical improvements, flourishing teachers and the
impact of evidence-based development in Teaching and Learning. How could a
national approach to developing pedagogy contribute to a more resilient teaching
profession and a resultant improvement in creativity, innovation and children’s
flourishing?

SCHOOL LEADERS STREAM #2
Called to Teach and Lead? Personal Vocation in Education
Nick Shepherd, Setting God’s People Free

Director of the Church of England’s ‘Setting all God’s People Free’ programme,
Nick will be unpacking the idea of Christian vocation and calling in teaching,
looking specifically at the notion of building personal resilience and wellbeing as
we operate as leaders in challenging times.

MAT CEO/GOVERNANCE STREAM
Culture, Courage and Creativity: Tenacity in Systems
Leadership
Professor Bill Lucas, University of Winchester

Building on his significant international research portfolio and extensive
inspirational writing in this area, Bill will be looking at the systems leadership
challenges of developing tenacity and resilience across an organisation whilst
remaining fully focused on developing creative and innovative organisational and
educational approaches.

DIOCESE LEADERS STREAM
Growing Faith: Rethinking the Church/ School/ Family
Partnership
The Revd Nigel Genders with Carolyn Lewis, Bishop
Martyn Snow (Diocese of Leicester), Paul Rickeard &
Bishop Christine Hardman (Diocese of Newcastle)

This interactive panel session will explore the relationship between Church,
School and Family, and the kind of relationships that may need to develop
between senior clergy and Diocese education teams. We are delighted to
welcome 2 Dioceses to model a shared conversation and share their initial
learning in this crucial area.

STUDENT LEADERS STREAM
Resilient Student Leadership - Are you more than your
UCAS form?
Dan Finn & Elizabeth Howat, The Archbishop of York
Youth Trust

This session will focus on the importance of student leadership development in
relation to personal resilience and flourishing through Sixth Form experience.
Facilitated by a team of younger leaders from the ABYYT, it promises to be an
inspirational and practical session for our student leaders, and equally those
involved in leading in secondary contexts in particular.

Session 2: 1.30pm – 2.15pm
Stream, Workshop Leader and Title

Overview

SCHOOL LEADERS STREAM #1
Hopeful Schools and Creative Curriculum Design
Mary Myatt, Author & Educator

Prolific writer and inspirational speaker Mary Myatt will be drawing on her latest
writing and research on curriculum design to help school leaders focus on some
of the key challenges and opportunities presenting themselves at this time,
rooting her approach in Educating for Hope and Aspiration as part of the Church
of England Vision for Education.

SCHOOL LEADERS STREAM #2
Resilience and Relationships: Learning from the Research
Rob Loe, Relational Schools

Drawing on significant international research data, Rob will be exploring how we
might understand the interplay of building resilience in our leaders, and the
fundamentals of relational interaction. Rob’s quantitative research is inspirational
and will provide exciting insights and opportunities for school leaders to learn
from the data, with a range of practical tools to use and take away.

MAT CEO/GOVERNANCE STREAM
Building Resilience and Wellbeing in Leadership Teams
Amanda Wachsmuth, Morgan Stanley

As a strategic senior leader in one of the world’s largest banks, Amanda will
bring great insight from a different sector underpinned by her personal Christian
faith to help us think about how we can build resilience in teams and contribute to
the flourishing and wellbeing of staff across a larger organisation.

DIOCESE LEADERS STREAM
Early lessons from school leaders’ experience of the new
SIAMS Framework
Derek Holloway & Lyn Field, Church of England
Education Office

The new SIAMS framework has arrived, and with it, some fantastic opportunities
for leaders to develop their thinking around how Vision is put into practice. Derek
and Lyn will be outlining some of the early lessons from the first round of
inspections, with particular reference to the ‘Excellent’ judgement and the kinds
of evidence that are contributing to this.

STUDENT LEADERS STREAM
Student Mental Health – What support do you need to
flourish?
Tatty Wilson, Diocese of Exeter & Iesha Small, LKMCo

There may be no more rapidly increasing challenge for school pastoral leaders
than student mental health. Building on a range of excellent research outcomes,
Tatty and Iesha will be leading a highly interactive session for student leaders to
explore this crucial area. This will be a fantastic session for the student leaders,
but also for those working with students in relation to mental health.

Session 3: 2.15-3.00pm
Stream, Workshop Leader and Title

Overview

SCHOOL LEADERS STREAM #1
What can we stop doing? Workload, prioritising, and not
simply doing more
Rob Robson, Church of England Education Office

Every year, every term, we think we can do more – start new ideas, make key
changes and improvements, but as leaders concerned with our personal
resilience, how can we develop systems and thinking as a team to be able to
choose what not to do now, and improve our approach to prioritisation. Rob is
the Programme Lead for the CofEPQH and brings a wealth of headship and MAT
leadership experience to the role.

SCHOOL LEADERS STREAM #2
Resilience and Children’s Spirituality/Faith Development
Mary Hawes, Church of England Education Office

How might a deeper understanding children and young people’s spirituality and
faith development help us in supporting their resilience and personal
courage/confidence? Through a range of practical ideas, and deep theological
insight, Mary will provide leaders with inspiration, clear take away ideas and the
chance to reflect on their own practice.

MAT CEO/GOVERNANCE STREAM
Structural Resilience: Social Justice in MAT Growth and
Identity
Edward Davies, Centre for Social Justice, Kiran Gill, The
Difference & Helena Arnold, Church of England
Education Office

MATs are growing and developing in many different ways in different contexts
across the country. How might they develop a clear identity and retain this given
the challenges of sponsorship, sustainability and competition? In this highly
interactive panel session as part of the MAT Leadership Network, we will be
drawing on inspirational insight and practical ideas from a broad range of political
starting points.

DIOCESE LEADERS STREAM
Student Resilience and Chaplaincy – lessons from schools,
universities
Garry Neave, Jim Walters, Miriam Kearney & Paul North

There are many different models of Chaplaincy and in this session we will be
drawing on a wide range of contexts in an interactive discussion-based session
exploring the opportunities for Chaplaincy to contribute to and underpin senior
leadership decision making and make a significant impact on the development of
student resilience within schools and universities.

STUDENT LEADERS STREAM
‘A picture of the future that produces passion’ – Developing
younger leaders with long-term vision
#iwill Team

The #iwill campaign brings together hundreds of organisations from all sectors to
embed meaningful social action into the lives of young people across the UK.
This dynamic session will explore what drives our motivation as younger leaders
and will help us think about the kind of future we conceive.

